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Abstract
In this thesis, we study the joint design of multi-resolution (MR) coding and network
coding. The three step coding process consists of MR source coding, layer coding and
multi-stream coding. The source coding considers the allocation of codeword length
to the two layers and use base layer percentage as the parameter. In the network
coding model, we present two coding schemes, intra-layer and inter-layer network
coding and use two elements as design parameters: 1) Redundancy at different layer.
2) Whether to code within a layer or across layers. Two metrics, average distortion
and total redundancy, are used to characterize quality and efficiency. We define the
notion of redundancy plane and provide coding strategies based on this plane. We
draw two important conclusions: 1) Inter-layer coding always achieves at least the
same performance as intra-layer coding. The mixing of layers never hurts from this
perspective. 2) The optimal performance for inter-layer coding is independent of
the base layer percentage. Besides the two observations, we also point out that in
some region, inter-layer coding can be replaced by changing the parameters without
harming the quality or efficiency. Our coding strategies give guidelines for choosing
between the two coding schemes in different situations and how to replace inter-layer
coding with intra-layer coding while achieving the same performance in terms of
quality and efficiency.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
As both media content (e.g. Youtube videos) over the Internet and wireless de-
vices (e.g. smartphones) become increasingly popular, scalable delivery of rich media
content over wireless heterogeneous links is quickly becoming an application with
increasing importance. A widely used approach to delivering video is to exploit
source-coding techniques such as Multi-resolution Coding (MRC). MRC is a data
compression algorithm in which simple, low rate source descriptions are embedded
in more complex, high-rate descriptions [5]. Owing to this dependency of the layers,
in lossy unreliable networks, even a few bit errors may cause severe degradation in
video quality. Therefore, it is necessary for the video encoder to provide adequate
error resilience features to protect the video data from channel errors. Redundancy is
an important method to deal with network imperfections and provide high reliability.
By modifying the transmitted data, i.e, adding redundancy, the probability that the
message is successfully transmitted can be increased. Because of the special structure
of MRC, two questions arise when redundancy is added: 1) How do we add redun-
dancy to MRC, i.e. what is the structure of redundant codewords? 2) How much
redundancy is needed?
One promising answer for the first question is coding for error resilience. One
of the examples is forward error correction coding (FEC), where the sender encodes
their message in a redundant way by using an error-correcting code. This idea could
be pushed further. Instead of adding redundancy at the source, it could also be added
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at intermediate nodes along the propagation through a network, which fits the idea
of a popular technique, network coding [1]. For MRC, the dependence among layers
means that special care is needed in determining how they should be handled in the
context of network coding. Previous work on network coding with MRC have two
approaches, Intra-layer Network Coding and Inter-layer Network Coding.
The difference of them is coding the layers either within one layer or across multiple
layers. In this thesis, we're going to study both coding schemes and compare their
performance to provide a coding strategy in different situations.
To answer the second question, we know that, while increasing quality, redundancy
in transmission also means using more resources, which intrinsically results in the
tradeoff between quality and efficiency. Therefore in this thesis, we consider both
aspects when deciding the right amount of redundancy. To measure quality, we use
rate-distortion characterization of Gaussian sources with squared error distortion. To
measure efficiency, we define total redundancy, which combines redundancy at each
layer. We want to propose a coding strategy considering both metrics.
In this thesis, we study the joint design of intra-layer and inter-layer network
coding with MRC. We build a 3-step system model for the entire coding process: MR
source coding, Layer coding and Multi-stream coding. The latter two are done at
intermediate nodes of a network, so they together are considered as network coding.
In the layer coding block, we introduce intra-layer and inter-layer coding with MRC
and use two elements as design parameters: 1) redundancy at different layer; 2)
whether to code within a layer or across multiple layers. Then we use the two metrics,
average distortion and total redundancy to evaluate the performance and provide
coding strategies based on that.
In the following part of the introduction, we first briefly overview the previous
literature on 1) MRC with intra-layer and inter-layer coding, 2)Rate-distortion char-
acterization, then present the main contributions and results, and, finally ,outline the
organization of this thesis.
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1.1 Multi-resolution Codes with Network Coding
Multi-resolution codes (MRC) are data compression algorithms in which simple, low
rate source descriptions are embedded in more complex, high-rate descriptions [5].
MRC divides the video into a base layer and one or more enhancement layers. De-
coding a higher layer requires all lower layers. The QoE for a user depends on the
number of layers he is capable of decoding. Different users may thus experience
varying QoS.
Proposed in [1], network coding allows and encourages mixing of data at inter-
mediate nodes of a network, and in the context of MRC, the mixing of layers at
intermediate nodes. The combination of MRC and network coding has been con-
sidered in literature. Previous work include two different approaches. The earlier
work [2,11,12,15] demonstrate substantial improvement in the bandwidth efficiency
over traditional methods in the layered multicast setting. These schemes share a
main feature that the use of network coding is only inside a layer and not across
layers. We refer to this coding as intra-layer network coding. The intra-layer
constraint does not realize the full potential of network coding. In [4], Dumitrescu
first proposed layered multicast that allows network coding of data in different layers,
which is referred to as inter-layer network coding. Independently, Wu [13] also
proposed a cross-layer network coding technique with the main difference of random
linear mixing of asymptotical optimality. Reference [10] showed that inter-layer NC
indeed helps the delivery of MRC coded media over WiFi, and proposed how to search
efficiently for coding strategies online. In [9], the authors proposed a pushback algo-
rithm to generate network codes for single-source multicast of MRC. This algorithm
takes advantage of inter-layer as well as intra-layer coding.
While inter-layer network coding is generally believed to have more benefits be-
cause it mixes data more aggressively, little has been done to compare rigorously
intra-layer network coding and inter-layer network coding with MRC in different set-
tings. Moreover, in the earlier work on MRC with network coding, the MR code is
usually given. Here we want to study the joint design of MR and network coding. The
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design parameters we use affect both the MR source coding and network coding. This
joint design allows us more flexibility in choosing the parameters. The investigation
of the joint design of MRC and NC is the focus of this thesis.
1.2 Rate-Distortion Characterization
Distortion is a widely used metric for the performance of representation of a source.
Information theory sets a fundamental limit on the trade-off between the distortion of
a compression algorithm and the number of bits (rate) at the output of the algorithm.
Defined in [3], a distortion measure is a mapping:
d: X x i -- R+.
from the set of source alphabet-reproduction alphabet pairs into a set of nonnegative
real numbers. The distortion d(x, 2) is a measure of the cost of representing the
symbol x by the symbol i. The squared-error distortion,
d(x, :) = - )2,
is the most popular distortion measure used for continuous alphabets, such as the
complex Gaussian source we use in our model.
In single-resolution source coding, each source symbol is mapped to a binary de-
scription with some average per-symbol description length R. The source coding
theorem and its converse describe the optimal distortion D(R) theoretically achiev-
able at the given average rate R. Now we consider a multi-resolution source code
for describing a source at two resolutions. Instead of having a such rate R, each
layer/description corresponds to a certain rate. The description at the first resolution
(also called the base layer) is given at rate Kb and achieves an expected distortion
of Db. The description at the second resolution (also called the refinement layer)
has rate K, and achieves expected distortion of Dr. The achievable distortion of the
receiver depends on how many layers it is capable of decoding.
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In [6], the authors categorize a source as successively refinable if optimal descrip-
tions can be considered as refinements of previous optimal descriptions. The authors
lay down necessary and sufficient condition to determine whether a source is succes-
sively refinable. A successively refinable code is a special type of multi-resolution
code. In [14], the authors derive rate-distortion lower bounds of spatially scalable
video coding techniques. The rate-distortion bounds are derived from rate-distortion
theory for stationary Gaussian signals where mean squared error is used as the dis-
tortion criterion.
In this thesis, we do not go into the details of deriving achievable rate-distortion
region for multi-resolution codes. Instead, we use the basic rate-distortion character-
ization of Gaussian source with squared-error distortion as a metric to evaluate the
two coding schemes we present.
1.3 Main Contributions and Results
Our work differs from previous literature in two aspects:
" We consider the joint-design of MRC and network coding. The system model
we present considers both MR source coding and network coding. We choose
design parameters that are key element in both coding steps.
" We consider intra- and inter-layer network coding from the perspective of rate-
distortion. This rate-distortion lies at the heart of MRC.
In this thesis, we develop an end-to-end rate-distortion model for determining the
appropriate level of redundancy given the channel estimates in the form of bit era-
sure rate. We compare the performance of intra-layer coding and inter-layer coding
with multi-resolution codes in different situations and run simulations to complement
the theoretical analysis. We define the notion of redundancy equivalence line and
redundancy plane. Based on the average distortion of the two coding schemes, we
divide the redundancy plane into Indifferent Coding Region and Inter-layer Coding
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Region, which again consists of Replaceable Inter-layer Coding Region and Irreplace-
able Inter-layer Coding Region. We're able to show that:
* Over the whole redundancy plane, inter-layer coding is always better or as good
as intra-layer coding. This means 'mixing' never hurts from this perspective.
Our work is different from what the previous literature indicated. This is due
to the fact that the previous literature only considered fixed codes rather than
joint design of MR and NC.
" The optimal performance for inter-layer coding is independent of the base layer
percentage. Therefore we can design the source coding and network coding
separately. This means, given a fixed MR code, no matter what a is, we can
always do inter-layer coding to achieve the optimal performance. But it's not
guaranteed for intra-layer coding. Whether the optimal performance is achiev-
able depends on what a is given.
" In indifferent coding region, intra-layer and inter-layer coding are inter-changeable
since they achieve the same performance in terms of quality and efficiency. In
inter-layer coding region, at any operating point, inter-layer coding can get a
smaller average distortion. But in the replaceable inter-layer coding region,
performance of inter-layer coding can be achieved by other operating points on
the same redundancy equivalence line using intra-layer coding.
1.4 Thesis Organization
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: In chapter 2, we set up the system model
and describe the encoding and decoding processes. Both processes have three steps,
MR source coding, layer coding and multi-stream coding. Chapter 3 introduces two
performance metrics we use in this thesis: average distortion, to measure the quality
of reconstructed signal, and total redundancy, to measure the efficiency of transmis-
sion. In this chapter, we also define redundancy equivalence line and redundancy
plane. In chapter 4, we calculate the average distortion in both coding schemes and
16
derive the distortion exponent on the entire redundancy plane. Particularly, we find
out the optimal operating points to achieve the minimum distortion, and calculate
the distortion exponent and total redundancy accordingly. In chapter 5, we divide the
redundancy plane into different regions to provide a coding strategy. We discuss the
choice of coding schemes in different regions corresponding to different redundancy
and network conditions. Chapter 6 shows the simulations results for our work. Chap-
ter 7 summarizes the work and also discusses possible directions and problems about
the future work . Mathematical derivations of some results are given in Appendix A.
Distortion exponents with different parameters are plotted in Appendix B.
17
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Chapter 2
System Model
In this chapter, we set up the system model which includes the encoding process and
decoding process. Both processes have three steps: MR source coding, layer coding,
and multi-stream coding, where the latter two are considered as network coding. The
layer coding block uses two key elements as design parameters: 1) redundancy at
different layers, 2) whether to code within one layer or across multiple layers. Figure
2-1 is an overview of the system.
MR Source Coding Layer Coding Multi-stream Coding
X1 
-7 L C1(E,, )
X2 ~ F~ L 2Fe) ) ossy Channel
IFKbI
XM #- LCu(4I , Er
2I Network Coding Model
Figure 2-1: System Overview
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2.1 Encoding Process
Consider X1 , X2 , ...XM as zero-mean unit variance complex Gaussian variable, gen-
erated by M independent memoryless sources, i.e, Xi ~ CA/(O, 1) for i E {1, 2...M}.
They all undergo a three-step encoding process, where the first one is source coding,
the latter two are considered as network coding. In MR source coding and layer cod-
ing steps, we assume all coding blocks use the same parameters for all M streams.
So, the procedure for each stream is identical before they are coded together in the
multi-source coding block. For the sake of simplicity, we look at only one stream
for the first two coding steps. Although we do not use index i E {1, 2...M}, readers
should keep in mind that the same coding steps happen for all M symbols.
2.1.1 MR Source Encoding
The MR source encoder # encodes a source symbol X into a two-layer MRC with
a base layer of length Kb and a refinement layer of length Kr. We use vectors
Cb =[ C (1) Cb(2) ... Cb(K) I to denote the base layer codeword, and C, =
C, (1) C,(2) ... C,(K,) ] to denote the refinement layer codeword. For i E
{1, 2, ...Kb},j E {1,2,...,K,}, C(i), Cb(j) are elements of some finite field GF(q).
A vector of length K can then be interpreted as an element in F', the finite field
with qK elements. Therefore the source encoder #(-) is:
q:X _+ IEKb X< FKrq q
2.1.2 Layer Encoding
Each MRC then undergoes a layer coding block, denoted by LC in figure 2-1. The LC
decides whether to code within a layer or across layers, and how much redundancy
is needed for each layer. The output is generated by random linear network coding
(RLNC) [8]. The layer coding block contains two encoders. The base encoder #b(.)
converts Cb to ab of length Nb. The refinement encoder #,(.) converts Cr to ar
of length Nr. Eb denotes the base layer redundancy, and Er denotes the refinement
20
layer redundancy. The output code lengths for the base layer and refinement layer
are defined as
Kb
Nb -Kb (2.1)
1 - e
Kr
Nr A K (2.2)
1 - er
The total length of codewords is
N _ N + N. (2.3)
We also define the base layer percentage as
A Nb Ce = -(2.4)
N
Now we look at the intra-layer and inter-layer coding separately.
Intra-layer encoding
iF~~*FNb
{Nb, Kb}
{N,, K,}
Figure 2-2: Intra-layer coding block
In this scheme, the encoding of each layer is independent. The output codeword
consists of elements which are random linear combinations of elements from the same
layer. Let a Kb x Nb matrix Hb = I hi h 2 ... hNb I represent the base layer
encoding function <p : Fb - FN . Elements in Hb are randomly generated from the
same finite field GF(q). The output of the base encoder is therefore a (Nb, Kb) linear
21
code. The jth element in Ob is,
Kb
Cbj) = h(k)Cb(k).
k=1
Similarly for refinement layer, we use a K, x N, matrix H, [ hi h 2 ... hNr
to represent the linear function, #,r F'r a F'r. The jth element in 0r is then
Kr
Cr(j) = hj(k)Cr(k).
k=1
Inter-layer encoding
~Kb -H'tb
{Nb,Kb}
{Nr, (Kb, Kr)}
Figure 2-3: Inter-layer coding block
In this scheme, the base layer encoder and generating matrix are the same as
in the intra-layer coding case. However, the refinement layer encoder takes in the
base layer as well as the refinement layer to generate a random code. The encoding
function for the refinement layer is #r : Fj x F Kr a Fur. The size of the encoding
matrix is (Kb + Kr) x Nr. The jth element of the refinement code is:
Kb Kb+Kr
Cr(j) Zhj(k)Cr(k) + ( j h(l)C] (1).
k=1 l=Kb+1
2.1.3 Multi-stream Encoding
M codes then undergo a multi-stream coding block. The encoder is a function that
maps M codewords of length N to one long codeword of length MN. Denote the
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multi-stream encoder by ME:
ME: FN x F -. FN F MNq q q q
The layer coding combines different layers and multi-stream coding combines different
streams. They together model the network coding process in a network. We then put
each element of the codeword into independent channel use and assume each element
is erased with probability p. Therefore, each element arrives at the receiver with
probability 1 - p.
2.2 Decoding Process
The decoding process consists of the reversed 3 steps as the encoding process: multi-
stream decoding, layer decoding and MR source decoding.
2.2.1 Multi-stream Decoding
The received codeword goes through a multi-stream decoder denoted by MD. It maps
the long code of length MN to M MR codes of length N:
MD : IFMN -+FN X Fq -. - -FNq q 2 q~
2.2.2 Layer Decoding
Owing to the erasure probability p, the length of received codeword at the receiver is
not the original Nb and Nr. We use Nj and N' to denote the actual length of received
codeword for base and refinement layer, respectively. N( < Nb, N' < N,. Here we
relate the erasure of certain elements to eliminating corresponding columns of the
encoding matrix. If the ith bit is erased, then at the receiver's side, the equivalent
encoding matrix becomes H' [hi ... hi 1 hjai ... hN, . This is the same
for the refinement encoding matrix. Then we look at the decoding functions for the
two coding schemes individually.
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Intra-layer decoding
The base and refinement layer are decoded separately. For the base layer, the equiv-
alent encoding matrix H' at the receiver is a Kb x N/ sub matrix of Hb, with N - Nj
columns eliminated. The base layer can be decoded if Nj > Kb. Similarly for the
refinement layer, the equivalent encoding matrix H' at the receiver is a Kb x Nj
sub matrix of Hr, with Nr - N' columns eliminated. Successful decoding requires
N' > Kr. The layer decoding block then consists of two independent functions:
q q
The layer decoding block could decode no layers, the base layer, the refinement layer,
or both layers.
Inter-layer decoding
In this case, the layer decoding block also has two decoding functions. The base layer
decoder is the same as in the previous case. However it is more complicated to decode
the refinement layer. Here the equivalent encoding matrix is not just a sub matrix
of the original refinement layer encoding matrix. It's constructed from both layers
and we can write it as a (Kb + Kr) x (Nb + N') matrix Gr = /b H' , where H'
0 rb
is a Kb x N( matrix and H' is a (Kb + Kr) x N' matrix. Therefore, G, has a right
inverse if N' > Kr, N + N' > Kb + Kr. The two decoding functions in the inter-layer
decoding block is:
S]Kb
The layer decoding block could decode none, base layer, or both layers. Notice that
the base layer can be decoded alone but the refinement layer cannot be decoded
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without the base layer. This is because the base encoder encodes only the base layer,
while the refinement encoder mixes the base layer's information in the refinement
layer. The base decoder can therefore work independently and outputs only the base
layer. And the refinement decoder decodes two and the same time or nothing at all.
2.2.3 MR Source Decoding
If the MR source decoder receives two layers from the layer decoder, it uses the
refinement decoder to map it back to the alphabet: FKj x FCr a X; if it receives
only the base layer, it uses the base layer decoder: F2< a X;if it receives none of the
layers, decoding cannot be done. For intra-layer coding, it is possible that the source
decoder gets only the refinement layer from the layer decoder. But it cannot decode
anything in this case.
We want to remind the reader that in the LC block, when we say decode one
layer, it could refer to the refinement layer if the LC is an intra-layer block. But for
MR source decoding block, when we say decode one layer, we mean the mapping at
the base decoder, IF' - X. For later discussions, unless stated otherwise, 'decoding
one layer' refers to this mapping, and this one layer is the base layer.
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Chapter 3
Performance Metrics
3.1 Quality metric - Average distortion
We consider the squared-error d(X, X) =(X-) 2 as the distortion measure. For i.i.d
zero-mean unit-variance complex Gaussian source, the distortion function is D = e-R
[3]. When it comes to multi-resolution codes, the quality of representation varies,
depending on the number of layers decoded. For a MR code with the base source
rate Kb and the refinement source rate K,, the distortion achieved by the base and
refinement decoder is
Db Ed(X, O($b(X ))) (3.1
Se-Kb
__ 
- (1-4Eb)aN
Dr Ed(X, O/r(#,r(X))) (3.2)
_- 
Kb-Kr
-(e b)N(1-er)(1-a)N
In this model, the receiver could decode no layers, one or two layers, corresponding to
probabilities Po, P1 and P2 and distortion 1, Db and Dr. Therefore we use the average
distortion considering all these situations. Write the probability Pi in the form of
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P. = e-NEi(a,eb,r) , then
E[D](a, 6b, E,) = P 0 - 1 + P1 - Db + P 2 Dr (3.3)
= e-NEo(a,eb,Cr) + e-N[E1(a,eb,-r)+a 1-b)] -N[E2(aeb,cr)+a(1-cb)+(1-a)(1-er)]
= eNE'(a,Eb) eNE(a,eb,Er) -NE'(a,eb,Cr)
where
E(a, 6b, Er) = Eo(a, 6b, Cr) (3.4)
E (a, eb, Cr) = El(a, Eb, Er) + a( - Eb) (3.5)
E(, er) E2 (ab, r) + a( - Eb) + (1 - a)(1 - Er). (3.6)
Often used in the field of information theory, the definition of exponential approxi-
mation is introduced here again.
Definition 1: For a sequence f(1), f(2), ..., f(n), ..., and a constant g E R, we say
f(n)-e9 if limn+oogn = g.
Definition 2: We rewrite the average distortion as E[D] (a, 6b, Er) eNE and call E
the Distortion Exponent,
E A min{E , El, E2}. (3.7)
Then we present the region where the average distortion is defined in. To provide reli-
able transmission, we assume there is enough redundancy in both layers, i.e, Eb, 6 r > P.
Then we introduce the definition of redundancy plane.
Definition 3: Given some p and M, the (eb, Er) plane where Eb E (p, 1], Eb E (p, 1] is
called the Redundancy Plane.
Our coding strategies are all based on this redundancy plane.
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3.2 Efficiency metric - Total redundancy
Another aspect of performance is the efficiency of using the resources. Therefore,
besides the quality metric, we also define an efficiency metric, which is the total re-
dundancy of the transmitted codewords. In the model we have presented, we look
at the redundancy separately in two layers, eb and E,. They show clearly how much
redundancy we need to put in the base and refinement layer. Here we introduce an-
other definition which will be used throughout this thesis.
Definition 4: For eb, e, E (p, 1), we call the two dimensional (Eb, E,) plane Redun-
dancy Plane.
Instead of evaluating the efficiency layer by layer, we would like to consider the total
redundancy. Therefore, we use e to denote the total amount of redundancy of the
codewords.
e a- E + (1 - a)Cr. (3.8)
For any give a, we can plot different level of redundancy in figure 3-1. We call these
lines Redundancy Equivalence Lines. Points on the same line have equal total
redundancy. The slope of the lines is decided by a, and so is the direction the total
redundancy increases. Intuitively, the higher the line, the greater E, as shown in figure
3-1.
Total redundancy
E2 increase
Eb
Figure 3-1: Efficiency metric: total redundancy. Points on the same line have the
same total redundancy.e2 > El
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Chapter 4
Distortion Analysis on the
Redundancy Plane
In this chapter, we analyze the average distortion over the redundancy plane and the
total redundancy at the optimal operating points for both intra-layer and inter-layer
coding. We first find the probabilities of decoding no layers, base layer and two layers,
and then derive the average distortion considering the three situations. Our goal is
to find the distortion exponent over the redundancy plane.
4.1 Decoding Probabilities
As previously, we use N' and N, to denote the length of received base and refinement
layer vectors. Po, Pi and P2 are probabilities of decoding no layers, base layer or two
layers, respectively. The above notations are the same for intra-layer and inter-layer
coding schemes. Since the two cases are discussed separately in different sections,
this re-use of rotations will not cause any confusion.
4.1.1 Information Theory Preliminaries
Before we move on to the analysis, we recap some widely used notations and defini-
tions in information theory.
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e Entropy of a Bernoulli distribution with parameter p:
H(p) = -p logp - (1 - p) log(1 - p). (4.1)
* Kullback-Leibler distance between two Bernoulli distributions p and q:
D(q||p) = q log q + (1 - q) log 1 .(4.2)
p I - p
e Stirling's Approximation [7]: for i E {O, 1, ...n},
(n) = ! . .=nH(-L)
i/ !(n - e z)!-3
4.1.2 Intra-layer Coding
The receiver wants to decode all M streams. Here we look at only stream first, and
then combine them. First, the receiver cannot decode anything if he fails to decode
the base layer. Thus the condition for decoding no layer is Nj < Kb. Second, the
receiver decodes only one layer if he can decode the base layer but cannot decode the
refinement layer. The condition is (Ns > Kb) A (Nr < Kr). Third, the receiver can
decode two layers if he decodes both the base and refinement layers separately. The
condition is (Ns > Kb) A (Nr' > Kr). Kb and Kr are the source codeword lengths for
the base layer and refinement layer, respectively. We then have
Po Pr{Nf < Kb} (4.4)
Pi = Pr{(Nb Kb) A (Nr < Kr)} (4.5)
P2 = Pr{(Nb Kb) A (Nr > Kr)}. (4.6)
We draw the probability distribution in a 2-D plane in figure 4-1. The horizontal axis
is the length of received base layer codeword and the vertical axis is the length of
received refinement layer codeword. Then we look at each of the above probabilities.
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N'r
Nr
Kr
PO
Kb
Figure 4-1: Probability of decoding
layer coding scheme.
P 2
Nb N,
no layers, base layer and two layers in the intra-
1. Po = Pr{Nb < Kb}
Po = Pr{N/ < Kb}
Kb-1
= E
i=0
Pr{Ns = i}
Let i' = Nb - i,
Nb
Po= ( Pr{ Ni = Nb - i'}
i'=Nb-Kb+1
Since Nb = aN, Kb = (1 - Eb)Nb - (1 - eb)aN,
PO = N
i'=(baN+1
Using equation (4.3), we have
aN
P0 =
i'=EbaN+1
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(aN '(1
2' p
- p)aN-i'
I P, I I
L
EaN H(L)+- log p+(1- " ) log(1-p)]
Let 7yb = -, then 7Yb E (Eb, 1),
1
p0 6 aN-D(b IP)
Cb
-aN-mingEb,1) D(Yb|P).
Since eb > p, minYbE(%,l) D(ybl|p) = D(Eblp), then
p e aND(eb||P).
Therefore, for the M codewords,
EO(a, eb, Er) = aMD(CbIIp).
2. Pi = Pr{(Nl > Kb) A (N' < Kr)}
aN
P-1 = Pr{Nb= i}
i=Kb
Kr-i
SPr{N' = j}
j=0
Let i'= Nb - i,j'= Nr - j, then
ebaN
Pi = Pr{
i'=0
Nb = Nb - i'}
(1-a)N
E
3=rlc)~
Pr{N' = Nr - j'}
1
e-aND(YbIIP) e-( 1 -a)ND(yr||p)
r=Er
(1-a)N
Ep'i' 
p)aN-i' (1 a)N _ p)(1-a)N-j'
EbaN
=5
eb
-N
=05
-aNmin bE[0,1bD(YbIP) . -(1-a)N minE[r,11 D(Tr| I|P)
Since eb, er > p, min7,bE[O,Eb D(yb|p) = 0 and minYre[E,,1] D(yrIp) = D(Erf|p),
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(4.7)
and
P -N(1-a)D(er|p)
Therefore, for M codewords, we have
E1(ozab, r) (1 - a) MD(e, I|p).
3. P2 = Pr{(Nj, > Kb) A (N' > Kr)}
aN
P 2 = Pr{N = i}
i=Kb
(1-a)N
E Pr{N' = j}
j=Kr
Let i'= Nb - ij' = Nr - j, then
EbaN
P2 = [ Pr{Nl = Nb - i'}
i'=0
E Pr{N' = Nr - j'}
j'=0
(1- a)N
k 3 I - p)(1-a)N-j'
1 -aND(7Yb||P) E -(1-o,)ND(7yl|p)
_.e 1 i0,baN-min'b[,b D(76|IIP) . -(1-a)N-minlr E[0,,r] D(7r||lp)
Since eb, E > p, min7be[0,6b] D(yb 1ip) 0 and min7rEpr,,] D(-y, lIp) = 0, then
P2 e-N-
Therefore, for M codewords, we have
E 2(a, Eb, Er) = 0.
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(4.8)
pi(1 - p)aN-i'
er(1-a)N
(4.9)
ebaN a
i'=0
4.1.3 Inter-layer Coding
The decoding probabilities in this case are similar to the intra-layer coding case,
except for Po. The receiver can decode no layer if he cannot decode the base layer
codewords which could come from either the base layer or refinement layer. Therefore,
besides the constraint that Nj < Kb, we also need to make sure that refinement
layer does not help either, i.e, Nj + N, < Kb + Kr. For decoding one layer, the
condition is (Nj > Kb) A (N, < K,). For decoding two layers, the condition is
(Nj 2 Kb) A (N; > Kr). We then have
Po = P{{N'b
Pi = P{(Nb
P2 = P{(N,'
Kb) A (Ni + Nr < Kb + K)}
Kb) A (N < Kr)}
Kr) A (Ni + N > Kb + K)}.
(4.10)
(4.11)
(4.12)
Again we plot the probabilities in figure 4-2, and look at each probability.
N' "
Nr
Kb + Kr
P2
Kr
PO P1
Kb Nb Ni
Figure 4-2: Probability of getting no, one and two layers in the inter-layer coding
scheme
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1. Po = Pr{( Nl < Kb) A (NI + N' < K + Kr)}
Kb-1
Po - Pr{Nb/ = i}
i=O
Kb-1
E Pr{Nb = i}
i=0
Kb-1
= Pr{Nb = i}
i=0
Pr{Nb + N' < Kb + KrINb = i}
Pr{N' < Kb + Kr - i}
Let i' = N - i, Nr - j, then
aN
i'=EbaN+1
aN
i'=EbaN+1
ek - N D ( bP)
76bE[fb,1)
Pr{Ns = Nb - i}
(aN)
(1-a)N
E
Pr{N N - r j} (4.13)
(1-a)N
5 ((1
E
YrCE[((:b Yb ) 1 c' +,, 1]
C- (1-a)ND(7r||p)
. -aN-minbE[b,1] D(YbI|p)-(1-a)N-minrE[(Eb-Yb) , +Er,1] D(yrllp)
For M codewords, we have
Eo(a, Eb, e,) M min [a. D(YbIIP) + (1 -aZ) min
YbE[b,1] 7r E[(Eb-Yb)'+Er,11
MaD(bIp) + M(1 - a)D(Erllp) eb 6r
MD [aeb + (1 - a)CrIp] eb < Er
D(7ir p)]
(4.14)
The derivation of equation (4.14) is in Appendix A.
2. Pi = Pr{(Ns > Kb) A (N' < Kr)}
This is the same as in the intra-layer case, so we directly use the previous result.
E1(a, eb, 6,) = (1 - a) MD(c,|Ip). (4.15)
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Kb+Kr-i-1
j=0
Pr{N' = j}
a)N /1a)N-j'P /( )aN-i,
3. P2 = Pr{(N' > Kr) A (N + N' ; K + K)}
Nr
P2 = Z Pr{
j=Kr
Nr
= EPr{
j=Kr
N= j}Pr{Nr+N' > K + K|N' =j}
N' = j}Pr{N> K + Kr-j}
Nr
= Pr{N = j}
j=Kr
Let i' = Nb - i, j' = Nr - j, then
Er(1-a)N
P2 = ( Pr{ N' = N - j'}
j'=0
r0 e-(1-a)ND(7yr||p)
TYr=0
acbN+(1-a)erN-j'
i'=0
Pr{ N' = Nb - i'
7M=0
-(1-a)N-minyrE[0,er ] D(7Yr||p)-aN min [( -- ) D(y 6IIp)=e 
___0Eb(s--r 0
Since e, E (p, 1], minyrE[o,E, D(rI|p) = 0. Besides, because Yr E [0, Er, ,b E
(p, 1], SO Eb + (er - Yr) > p, then minNEC[0,Cb+(Er-Yr)L'] D(yb p) = 0. Thus
E2(a, 6b, Cr) = 0.
4.2 Distortion Exponent
In chapter 3, we show that the average distortion is
E[D] = PO - 1+ Pi - Dl + P2 - Dr. (4.17)
In the following part of the chapter we use the probabilities we have derived above
to find the distortion exponents for the two coding cases.
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Nb
L
i=Kb+Kr -j
Pr{Ns = i}
(4.16)
e-aND(7Yb||p)
4.2.1 Preliminary Function
We introduce an important function which will be used in later analysis. Given p,
define F(x) as
F(x) = MD(x|p) + x - 1. (4.18)
D(xI 1p) is a K-L distance between two Bernoulli distribution with parameter p and
x. As D(xl1p) is convex, F(x) is also a convex function. F(0) > 0, F(1) > 0 and
F(p) < 0, so there must exist two solutions to the function F(x) = 0, one is in (O,p]
and the other in (p, 1]. We only need the one in (p, 1), so here we derive for the closed
form expression for it. Using a Taylor expansion at p, we can write x as x p + 6,
and 6 -+ 0. Therefore D(xllp) can be written as:
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D(z||p) = .2 (4.19)
2p(1 - p)
Substituting (4.19) it in (4.18), we obtain
M
F(x) = 2 + 6 + p - 1. (4.20)
2p(1 - p)
Solving for F(x) = 0, we have
1 2M
6 - 1V + -- - 1 p(1 - P).
M p
If M is big, then 2 >> 1, 1+ >> 1, therefore,
p pp
~(1 - p (4.21)
X ~P + (1 - p (4.22)
We use xo to denote this solution so that F(xo) = 0. We'll use this solution later in
our analysis.
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4.2.2 Intra-layer Coding
Based on the previous results, we can then find the distortion exponent in this case.
Substitute (4.7),(4.8) and (4.9) in equation (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) respectively, we get
EO (a, Eb ,E r)
E (a, Eb, Er)
E'(a, eb, r)
MaD(Ebl IP)
M(1 - a)D(Elp) + a(1 - Eb)
a(1 - Eb) + (1 - a)(1 - Er).
(4.23)
(4.24)
(4.25)
According to the definition of the distortion exponent (3.7), we have
EO(a, Eb, Er)
E'(az, Eb, Er)
E (a I Eb, Er)
(eb, Er) E Ao
(Eb, Er) E Ai
(Eb, Er) E A 2
We denote the region where E = El as A, for i = 0, 1, 2. These Ais will be used
later in this thesis. Now we want to find the boundaries for the regions. Define the
following functions:
go1(a, Eb, Er) = E1(a, Eb, Er) - E (a, Eb, Er)
= MaD(eI p) - M(1 - a)D(Ebjlp) - a(1 - Eb)
= aF(Eb) - M(1 - a)D(Er|lp)
912 (aIEb, r) = E'(a, Eb, Er) - E2(a, Eb, Er)
= M(1 - a)D(er I|p) - (1 - a)(1 -- Er)
= (1 - a)F(Er)
20(a, Eb, Er) =E'(a, Eb, Er) - EO(a, Eb, Er)
= a(1 - Er) + (1 - a)(1 - Er) - MaD(Er l|p)
= -aF(b) + (1 - a)(1 - Er).
We find the boundaries of Ais by setting gi,(Eb, Er) to 0, i, j E {0, 1, 2} and calculate
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E(a, Eb, er) = (4.26)
the solution.
* Set goi(eb, er) = 0.
analytical solution.
We use equation (4.20) to simplify F(Eb) and abtain an
1] - M(1 - a)D(erIp).
Solving for goi(eb, Er) = 0, we have
p(1 - p)
M [-1+ 1
2p
-VM ( +M( - a)Dap(1 
- p)
We may write the solution to goi(eb, Er) = 0 as a function of Er: eb(1)(Er)
p + P p+ (1 + 'QI_ D(Cr||p)) for Cr E (p, 1). So (Eb, r) is in
Ao if eb E (0, Eb(01)(Er)) for Er E (p, xo), and Eb E (0, Eb(20)(Er)) for Er E (XO, 1).
Eb(20) (Er) is calculated later.
e Set 912(Cb, 6r) = 0. Then we get the solution is Er = o + (1 - P j , Cb E
(p, 1). So (Eb, 6r) is in A 1 if eb E (Eb(01)(6r), 1), Er E (p, xo).
* Setg20 (Eb, Cr) = 0, which is
F(Eb) = (1 r)
a
We use the same method, a Taylor expansion, to solve the problem. The above
equation is equivalent to
M 2+6+P
2p(1 - p) a - 0.
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901(6b, r) 2 + 6 + P -
2M 2M 2 (1 - a)]
+- + - D( e|p)p ap(1 - )p)
Then we have
P(1p)l2M (1-a)(1- er)
M - p + p(1-p) 6
2M [I (1 - a) (1 -Er)]
~(1 p -- 1+ 
.)
Therefore, the solution to
(p, 1). So (eb, 6r) is in A 2
For a clear view of the regions,
4-4.
1
Er
A 0
p
q20 (6E, Er) = 0 is (20 (6) = (1- (1-er)
if 6b E [Cb(20)(6r), 1], Cr E (Xo, 1].
we plot it in figure 4-3 and given an example in figure
1
901(Eb, Er) 0
Figure 4-3: E in the intra-layer coding scheme when p = 0.05, a = 0.5, M 10.
Ao : Eb E (p, Eb(o)(Er)) for Er E (p, x0 ), and 6b E (p, Eb(20)('Er)) for Cr E (xo, 1),Ai
Eb E (Cb(01)(Er), 1), Er E (p, xo), A 2 : Eb E (Eb(20)(Er), 1), Er E (Xo, 1).
Next we want to find the maximum distortion exponent. Let E*,intra and e*,intra
denote the operating points where maximum distortion exponent is achieved, where
Eo = El =E2, i.e, goi(Eb, Er) = 0,912(Eb, Cr) = 0 and 920(Eb, Er) = 0. Therefore, we
obtain E*,intra =o p +(i-p M, i is the solution to F(eW,intra) = (1 - X0 )-
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Distortion exponent over the redundancy plane
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Figure 4-4: E in the intra-layer coding scheme when p = 0.05, a = 0.5, M 10.
Similarly, we use a Taylor expansion to solve the problem. Write E,intra as E,intra =
p + 6b and substituting xo in this expression, we have
M
2p(l - p) b
1 - a
+ a
2 1
1 - )= 0Mi (4.27)
Therefore
d= M(~~ (1
M
aMp(1 - p)
+ 1
2M
±
+ 1\+2
ap
+ Ff
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1 + a (1 - )) (4.28)
(4.29)
(4.30)
(4.31)
(4.32)
1
Because M >> p, (4.29) follows from << 1, (4.30) follows from the fact that
2M >> 1; (4.31) follows from >> 1. Then we can obtain an approximate
solution for E*,int and c*,intra
Eintra =p+ ( 1 -p(I M1 (4.33)
erintra = p + (1* - p (4.34)
Let c and E* denote the total redundancy and distortion exponent at the op-
timal operating points, then we have
E4ntra p) - (4-35)
Eintra 1Eintra -P)[- 4.36)
Notice that in equation (4.28), (4.29) and (4.30), M is approximately 0 and therefore
neglected because it is compared with 1. But in equation (4.33), (4.34), (4.35) and
(4.36), p is also a small value, so M cannot be neglected.
4.2.3 Inter-layer Coding
In this case, we have
, =MaD(Ebj|p) + M(1 - a)D(e,||p) eb (3
Eo (4.37)
IMD [a'E + (1 - af)rIp] eb < er
E' = M(1 - a)D(,r llp) + a(1 - Eb) (4.38)
E2 = a(1 - Eb) + (1 - a)(1 - Er). (4.39)
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According to the definition of distortion exponent, we have
E (Eb, E,) E Bo
E E (Eb, e,) E 31. (4.40)
E2 (Eb, 6r) E B2
We denote the region where E El as B where i 0, 1, 2. In order to find the
boundaries of Bis, define Hi E - E'. Then
Hoi E0 - El
aF(eb) eb > er
F [aEb + (1 - )Er] - (1 - a)F(er) eb < Er
H12 = Ej- E2
= (1 - a)F(Er)
H20 = E2- E0
-[aF(Eb) + (1 - a)F(E,)] eb Er
-F(aEb + (1 - a)Er) eb < Er.
" Set Hoi = 0, the solution is: eb= x0 when Eb Er and Eb = hoi(Er) when Eb < Er.
So (Eb, er) is in Bo if Eb E (p, XO), Er E (p, xo), and eb E (p, aO , Er E
(X0, 1).
" Set H 12 = 0, the solution ise, = Xo. So (Eb, E,) is in B1 if Eb E (X0, 1], Er E (p, x0 ).
" Set H20=0, the solution is Eb= h20(Er) when Eb Er and aeb + (1 - a)Er = XO
when Eb < Er. So (Eb, Er) is in B2 if Eb E a 1),, E (xo, x .-PE)
For a clear view of the regions, we plot it in figure 4-5 and given an example in
figure 4-6.
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1Er
p
Figure 4-5: Distortion
0.5, M = 10. Bo : 'E E
hoi(Eb, 6r) = 0
exponent E in a inter-layer coding scheme, p = 0.05, a =
(p, xO), Er E (p, xo), and 6b E (p, xO(-a),r E (xo, 1), Bi
Eb E (XO, 1), Er E (p, o), 32 : Eb E (Io-(1-a) Er E (Xo, -Pa'
For any a, the minimal distortion is achieved is at the maximal E, where
aEb + (1 - a)Er XO, Eb E (p, XO). (4.41)
Let c* and Ei*nter denote the total redundancy distortion exponent at the optimal
operating points, we have
Einter =XO
Ei*nter = 1I ftr=( )i- . (4.43)
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Figure 4-6: Distortion
0.5, M = 10.
exponent E in a inter-layer coding scheme, p = 0.05,a =
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Chapter 5
Coding Strategy
In the previous chapter, we derived the distortion exponents over the redundancy
plane for intra-layer coding and inter-layer coding schemes. In this chapter, we first
join the redundancy plane for the two coding schemes and then divide the redun-
dancy plane into different regions. Coding strategies are provided considering the
two performance metrics, average distortion and total redundancy. Note that the to-
tal redundancy of any operating point depends only on its location in the redundancy
plane, and is independent of which coding scheme is chosen. Therefore, when we di-
vide the redundancy plane, we first consider which coding scheme is better based on
the distortion exponent. After one of the two is chosen, we then use total redundancy
as a metric to further divide the regions.
5.1 Dividing the redundancy plane
The redundancy plane can be divided into Ais for intra-layer coding, and Bis for
inter-layer coding. We've found the boundaries of the regions in the previous chapter
and now plot them in the same redundancy plane. These boundaries then divide the
redundancy plane into five regions: A1, A2, BO, B1 - A1 and B2 - A2. We use Eintra
to denote the intra-layer distortion exponent and use Einter to denote the inter-layer
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Redundancy plane for
±| - : B2 -A2I
A0
A1  [ j j1 ,4L0 A1
B1 -A 1
Figure 5-1: The redundancy plane for the two coding schemes, divided into 5 regions
distortion exponent. Compare Eintra and Einter in each of the five regions, we have:
A 1  A2 :Eintra = Einter
Ao :Eintra < Einter.
The first coding strategy we provide is to divide the redundancy plane into two
regions, according to the distortion exponent.
" Indifferent coding region: Ai U A2
At any operating point in this region, both schemes achieve the same perfor-
mance in terms of average distortion and total redundancy. Therefore, we can
choose either of them.
" Inter-layer coding region: Ao
At any operating point in this region, although the total redundancy is the same
for both coding schemes, inter-layer coding can achieve a lower distortion. So
we choose inter-layer coding over the other.
Thus we can draw our first important conclusion: Inter-layer coding can always do
at least as well as intra-layer coding. At any point in the redundancy plane, mixing
never hurts the performance from this perspective.
In the previous section, we proved that in both coding schemes, the optimal
solutions satisfy the following equation: E = 1 - e. Now we can further prove that
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Redundancy plane for Redundancy plane for
this also holds as long as E = E2, i.e, the operating point is in region A2 in the
intra-layer coding scheme and region B2 in the inter-layer coding scheme. The proof
for this is straightforward based on equation (4.25), equation (4.39) and the definition
of total redundancy (3.8). Therefore we formulate the statement into a lemma.
Lemma: In region A2 in the intra-layer coding redundancy plane and B2 in the
intre-layer coding redundancy plane, the distortion exponent E and total redundancy
E satisfy: E = 1 - E.
We also have that E[D] = e-NE [3]. So for the points in region A 2 or B2 , the
lower the distortion, the less the redundancy. This can be interpreted as there being
trade-off between the quality and efficiency. The redundancy lines are drawn in figure
3-1. The direction of decreasing the total redundancy is perpendicular to redundancy
lines and moves towards the origin. Therefore, the performance in terms of quality
and efficiency improves if moving along this direction, as long as the operating points
stay within the region of A 2 for intra-layer coding, and B2 for inter-layer coding. The
optimal operating point is at the intersection point of the three regions for intra-layer
coding, and the boundary of B0 and B2 for inter-layer coding, as shown in figure 5-2.
Redundancy <~ Performance improves
Equivalence Lines along this direction
Optimal operating
points for inter-layer ~
coding, achieving
Einter and 'Einenter 
Optimal operating
points for intra-layer
coding, achieving
Eintra and Eintra
Figure 5-2: Redundancy equivalence lines and optimal operating points for the two
coding schemes.
In a redundancy plane, points on the same redundancy equivalence line have equal
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total redundancy. In region A 2 in the intra-layer coding case and B2 in the inter-
layer coding case, they also have the same distortion level. And we therefore say
these points achieve same performance. B2 - A 2 belongs to the Inter-layer Coding
Region, for a smaller distortion than the other coding scheme. However, for any
operating point in this region, we can draw a redundancy equivalence line through
that point and into the neighboring region A 2. With either intra-layer or inter-layer
coding, points on this line section in A 2 can achieve the same average distortion and
total redundancy. So they are equivalent to the original points. Therefore, we call
B2 - A 2 the Replaceable inter-layer coding region, indicated by a yellow shaded
area in figure 5-3. The redundancy equivalence line can keep moving down until
it hits the yellow line in figure 5-3 where the distortion exponent reaches Ei*tra. It
is the minimum achievable distortion for intra-layer coding. Below that, there's no
equivalent operating points for intra-layer coding to achieve the same performance
as the inter-layer coding. So the rest of region AO is referred to as Irreplaceable
inter-layer coding region, .
5.2 Choosing the operating region
To conclude, the coding strategy for a given redundancy plane is:
1. If the given redundancy (Eb, Er) is in Indifferent coding region, then we could
choose either coding scheme, each of which will provide the same performance.
2. If the given redundancy (eb, er) is in inter-layer coding region, then we could
always choose the inter-layer coding scheme to get a lower distortion. There are
two sub cases:
e If the operating point is in the Replaceable inter-layer coding region with
a fixed total redundancy, but flexible (Eb, 6r), we can move along the re-
dundancy equivalence line into inter-changeable coding region to change
for the intra-layer coding scheme.
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1Indiffernt coding region
F=9 Replaceable
F9 Irreplaceable I~ Inter-layer coding region
-- A boundaries
--- tB boundaries
Figure 5-3: Redundancy plane - coding strategy based on different regions
e If the operating point is in the Replaceable inter-layer coding region, then
we should always choose inter-layer coding over intra-layer coding.
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Chapter 6
Simulations and Analysis
In this chapter, we present simulations to test our analytical results and give an
intuitive view of the division of redundancy plane into different regions and how the
coding strategy works.
6.1 Contour Maps
The distortion exponents are plotted in figure 4-4 and figure 4-6. Observing the
achievable distortions in different regions, we could see that point in A 2 and B2 can
achieve smaller distortions than operating points in other coding regions. They are
the recommended coding regions for the two coding schemes. The contour maps of
A 2 and B2 are plotted in figure 6-1 for intra-layer coding, and figure 6-2 for inter-
layer coding. The contour lines are evenly spaced, meaning a linear increase of the
distortion exponent perpendicular to the lines. This reinforces the lemma we proved
before that in A2 and B 2 , the distortion exponent and total redundancy satisfy:
E =1 -- E. The two figures also show the operable regions for different requirement
of distortion. For example, if the receiver requires a distortion smaller than e-Eintra
for intra-layer coding, then the operable region is within the orange triangle in figure
6-1.
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Figure 6-1: Contour map of A 2 for intra-layer coding
Distortion exponent over the redundancy plane
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Figure 6-2: Contour map of B2 for inter-layer coding
6.2 Optimal performance
We consider the optimal achievable performance in the two coding cases. We showed
in chapter 4 the minimum distortions achievable for intra-layer and inter-layer coding
are as below:
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* Intra-layer coding
(6.1)
(6.2)
eintra ~~P + (1-P)( + Va - a) F
E*ntra intra (1 p)1 -(1 + a
Inter-layer coding
6~terP±(l [2p
inter ~P + (1 -
Ei*nter ~ -Einter = 1 -p) 1 - .
0
0
0
E
E
Maximum Distortion Exponent -- a
- --- Intra-layer, p=0.05, M=1C
--- Inter-layer, p=0.05, M=1C
--o- Intra-layer, p=0.05, M=2C
-6-- Inter-layer, p=0.05, M=2C
-- Intra-layer, p=0.1, M=10
-e-- Inter-layer, p=0.1, M=10
(6.3)
(6.4)
0.9
c
Figure 6-3: Simulation results for different p and M
We look at each coding scheme with different p and M. Figure 6-3 shows the
larger p, the greater distortion. Channel erasures hurt the performance by decreasing
the decoding probability, and therefore results in a greater distortion. The figure
also shows that coding among multi-streams helps performance. The greater M, the
smaller the distortion. Thus cooperation among streams are encouraged when the
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receiver wants to receive multiple streams. No matter what parameter we choose,
we may see that inter-layer coding always has a slightly larger distortion exponent
than intra-layer coding scheme. As N grows, such difference may translate into
considerable benefit in average distortion.
We also observe that in the intra-layer coding case, the maximum E is a function
of a as shown in equation (4.36), while the maximum E for inter-layer coding is inde-
pendent of a, as in equation (4.43). In the latter case, it means no matter what's the
a, we can always achieve the same best performance by adjusting the redundancy in
the base and refinement layer. Thus we come to our second important conclusion:For
inter-layer coding, the optimal performance is independent of the base-layer percent-
age. This could be explained by that inter-layer coding mixes the information of both
layers so that the information in the base layer is also carried in the refinement layer
and therefore decreases the dependence on the base layer.
6.3 Operable Regions
In the previous part, we compare the performance of two coding schemes with the
same parameters, p and M. Now we assume they achieve the same distortion, and
see what is the operable regions to achieve the performance.
Assume both coding schemes work in the recommended coding region, A 2 (B 2 ).
We use some distortion exponent E scaled to different levels to indicate varying
requirements for the coding schemes. We plot the operating points for the two coding
schemes that achieve the required distortions. Figure 6-4 shows that the operating
points lie on redundancy equivalence lines. For the two coding schemes, these line
redundancy equivalence line sections overlap in A 2 . Inter-layer coding has longer
line sections corresponding to a distortion level and therefore more operable points.
While Eb can be as small as p for inter-layer coding, intra-layer coding has a tighter
constraint on eb. This is because since the refinement layer does not provide any help
in decoding, the base layer has to carry more redundancy to provide the same coding
reliability as the inter-layer coding. Therefore region B2 - A 2 in figure 6-4 is operable
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for inter-layer coding but not operable for intra-layer coding due to lack of base layer
redundancy. We also point out in chapter 5 that B2 - A2 does not provide more
benefit in terms of distortion and total redundancy. And we therefore refer to it as
replaceable. The green area in figure 6-4 belongs to the irreplaceable inter-layer coding
region. Operating points in this region can achieve smallest distortions, compared to
other operating points using either intra-layer or inter-layer coding scheme and can
not be replaced by points in other regions.
Achievable distortion for two coding schemes
- -- -- ---- --- --- --- -- --- --- --- ----
E'm=0.5E, intra-layer coding i
SE'm=0.5E, inter-layer coding
SE'm=0.6E, intra-layer coding
E'm=0.6E, inter-layer coding i
SE'm=0.7E, intra-layer coding
E'm=0.7E, inter-layer coding
E'm=0.8E, inter-layer coding i
B2-A2 A 2
. I 0 0 0 0 0 .
0.1 0. 0. . . . . . .
Figure 6-4: Operable regions for intra-layer and inter-layer coding
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, a joint MR and NC model is developed. We present two coding schemes,
intra-layer network coding and inter-layer network coding with MRC. The encoding
and decoding process of the two schemes are described in detail, together with the
structure of the codes. We provide coding strategies based on the redundancy plane
which considers both the quality and efficiency. We show two important conclusions:
1)Inter-layer coding always achieves at least the same performance, in terms of average
distortion and total redundancy, as intra-layer coding. The mixing of layers never
hurts from this perspective. 2) The optimal performance for inter-layer coding is
independent of the base layer percentage. This provides more flexibility in system
design. Besides the two observations, we also point out that in some region, inter-
layer coding can be replaced by changing the parameters without harming the quality
or efficiency. The coding strategies we propose could provide guidelines in designing
a joint MR and NC system and answer the questions such as when do we code across
the layers or within a layer, and how much redundancy is needed to protect the MRC.
Based on the current work, we can extend the two-layer MRC to multi-layer MRC.
There are several aspects we need to consider. First, how does inter-layer network
coding mix the layers. In this thesis, we only have two layers, so there is only two
mixing options, either mix two layers or not. But for multiple-layer MRC, there are
more choices in terms of which layer should mix and how many should be mixed
together. Second, in our work, we use the base layer percentage a to represent the
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allocation of codeword length to base layer in the source coding'part. If there are
multiple layers in the MRC, we'll need a more complicated joint design of source
coding and network coding, considering how the layers are mixed together and how
much redundancy put in different layers.
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Appendix A
Derivation of E6 in inter-layer
coding
We have
Eo= min [a.D(7bp)+(1-a)- min D(yrllp)].
7YbE (Cb,1) 'YrE[(Eb-'Yb) ya+ r,1]
We first take a look at min~re[(Eb --7)1+Er,1] D(yr Ip). Note that, for a fixed p, D(rI1p)
is a convex function of 7r and the minimum 0 is achieved at Yr = p. Therefore, we
discuss the two cases where (Eb - 7Yb)j12 + Er < p and (Eb - -Yb) 1 a + er > P.
1. (Eb - Yb)1 + Er _ P
Then we have _Yb Eb
1b E 6b+ (Er -P)
+ (Er
-1
- a) > Eb. We also have 7b E (6b, 1), therefore,
min a - D(yblp)
76Ebf(fr-P) a Q0, 1]
=a - D [eb + (Er - A) a||Ip]. (A.1)
2. (Eb -- N)i± + r > P
Then we have Eo = minbE [Eb,1 a - D(ybIp) + (1 - a) - Db[(e -- 7)y7 +Er IP]
and yb < Eb + (Er - p)1 . We also have Yb E (Eb, 1], so we need to compare
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Eb + (Er - p)1 with 1 to find the range of 7N.
(a) EC + (Er -p)A <1
Then 7b E [Eb, Eb + (Er -- p)
-D(Ybl Ip) + (1 - a) -D [(Cb - 7b) 0' + er IP1]min [a
7MbE [6Eb b- (Er -P)
Take the derivative of Eo with respect of 'yb to find the minimum.
'Yb
a[log 1 b
1 -- 7b
-- log ]. Y)I a+E
I - (Eb - Yb). + Er
Note that the function log & increases monotonically with x so = 0
when
1-a
So we obtain:
-ys = acb + (1 - a)Cr.
Therefore Eo decreases when 'Yb < -y* and increases when 'Yb > 'Y*. In-
corporating the range, yb E [eb, 6b + (Er - p) ], it leads to two following
cases:
i Eb > Er
In this case, Y7* es. EO increases monotonically in the region [Eb, Eb +
(Er - p)1'). So the minimum is at 'Yb - Eb
Eo = aD(Ebllp) + (1 - a)D(Er|p) (A.2)
ii. Eb < Er
In this case, 7* E [Eb, Eb + (Er - p) ]. Therefore the minimum is at
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7'b
7b Yb
EO = D[aEb + (1 - a)ErIIp] (A.3)
(b) Eb + (Er - p) >1
In this case, yb E [Eb, -
EO= min a.D(YbIIp)+(1-a).D[(Eb--Yb) - + Ep]
76bE [E6,1 II - a
We need to compare eb with aCeb+(1-a)er, which also leads to the following
two cases
i. eb > Er
Then a0% + (1 - a)r eb, so the minimum is achieved at Yb = Eb
EO = aD(EbI|p) + (1 - a)D(erlp). (A.4)
i. eb < Er
Then aEb + (1 - ae, > Eb, so the minimum is achieved at Yb = y*
EO = D [ae -+ (1 - a)rI|p]. (A.5)
Combining equations (A.1), (A.2), (A.3), (A.4) and (A.1), we have
min {aD(EbI|p) + (1 - a)D(erI|p), aD [Eb + (Er - p)1||p]}
min D [aEb + (1 - a)er||p] , aD [Eb + (Er - p) |p] } Eb ErEb < Cr
Now we want to find the minimum when Eb Er and Eb < Er
1. Eb Er
Let Fi(Eb, Er) = aD [Eb + (Er -P) 1|P] - aD(eb||p) - (1 - a)D(Er Ip). Take the
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Eo(a) =
derivative of F (eb, Er) with respect to Cb:
= a(log 1 - hi
= a(log 1-hi
p eCb
-log 1 )- a(log
1 - p 1 -eb
- log b
1 -- e
- log )I - p
hl = Eb + (Er - P) a
a
So
OF,(6b,,> 
0.
(9eb
F1 (6b, Er) increases monotonically with Eb. Therefore for eb Er,
F1(Eb, Er) > F1(eb - Er, Er)
1
aD[-er 
-
a
1
- 1)p||p] - D(er||lp).
a
We want to compare F1(Cb = Er, Er) with 0. Taking the derivative of F1(eb Cr, Cr)
with respect to Cr, we obtain:
OF1( b- =Er, er) gi
= log
BE, 1 -gi,
- log
1 - Er
where
1 1
91 =-Er - ( -)P > Cr,
a a
so
OF1(Eb = Er, E,)
OCr
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OF1 (Eb, 6r)
ab
where
> 0.
F1(Eb = 6 r, e,) increases monotonically with e,. Therefore, for e, > p
F1(Eb = E,, E,) F1(e = Er, =r P) 0.
Thus, F1(Eb, Er) > 0 for eb Er, which means that
min {aD(EbIIP) + (1 - a)D(ErIp), aD [Eb + (Er - P) a |1p] aD(eb||p) + (1 - a)D(E||p).
2. eb < Er
Let F2(Eb, Cr) aD [Eb + (6, - p) 'I p] - D[ab + (1 - a)ErIp] and take the
derivative of F2 with respect to Eb
DF2(6b, E,) a(log h2,1
BeEb 1 - h2,1
- log )
where
h 2 , Eb + (Er - P)
h2,2 acb + (1 - a)Er.
We compare h2,1 and h2,2 . Let
h2 h2,- h2 ,2
a [aeb
a
> a [aEq
a
+ (1 - a)er p
+ (1 - a)Eb - p]
- Ia(Eb- P)
a
> 0.
Therefore h2,1 > h2,2 , and then B9F2 (b,Er) > 0. So F2 increases monotonically
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with Eb E (p, 1), so we obtain
F2(6b, fr) > F2(Eb = p, er )
aD [p + (Er - p) |Ip] - D[ap + (1 - a )er||p].
a
Taking the derivative of F2 (Eb PA E,) with respect to Er:
aF 2 (Eb = P, Er),
19,r a)(log 
92,1
1 - 92,1
log 92,2
1 - 92,2
92,1 A +( 1r -ag2,1 = p + (e -p)
92,2 A ap+ (1 -a)Er.
To compare g2,1 and 92,2, define
2 92 ,1 - 92,2
-(1 a)2
> 0.
Then aF2(Eb=P,Cr) > 0, F2(b -P, Er) increases monotonically with Er E (p, 1).
Therefore
F 2 (Eb p, 'Er) > F2(Eb =P, Er = P)
=0
So, we have F2(Eb, Er) > 0, i.e
min D [aEb + (1 - a)'er||pJ], aD [Eb + (Er - p) \aIp } D [aCb + (1 ae)CrIp].
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where
To conclude, the closed-form expression for Eo is
Eo = aD(eb|p) + (1 - a)D(Er||p) b ;>E, (A.6)
D[Ceb + (1 - a)Er|IP] Eb < Cr.
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Appendix B
Simulation results
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Figure B-1: Intra-layer coding: E with different a when p = 0.05, M = 10
cV-O.5
Figure B-2: Inter-layer coding: E with different a when p = 0.05, M = 10
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Figure B-3: Intra-layer coding: E with different M when p = 0.05, a = 0.5
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Figure B-4: Inter-layer coding: E with different M when p = 0.05, a = 0.5
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